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Abstract We present the design study of an electrostatic analyzer that permits combined high temporal,
energy, and angular resolution measurements of solar wind ions. The requirements for high temporal,
energy, and angular resolutions, combined with the need for sufficient counting statistics, lead to an
electrostatic analyzer with large radius (140mm) and large geometric factor. The resulting high count rates
require the use of channel electron multipliers (CEMs), instead of microchannel plates, to avoid saturation.
The large radius further permits the placement of 32 CEM detectors at the analyzer focal plane, thereby
providing very high angular resolution in azimuth (1.5°). Electrostatic simulations were performed to define
the analyzer geometric factor, energy resolution, analyzer constant (K), elevation response, etc. Simulations
were also performed to define the geometry of the deflectors and collimator that are used to provide the
proper energy resolution, field of view, and angular resolution (1.5°) in elevation as well (the total field of view
of the design is ±24° × ±24°). We show how this design permits unprecedented measurements of the fine
structure of the solar wind proton beam and other important features such as temperature anisotropy. This
design is used for the Cold Solar Wind instrument of the medium-class Turbulent Heating ObserveR mission,
currently in phase A at the European Space Agency. These unprecedented measurement capabilities are in
accordance with and even beyond the requirements of the mission.

1. Introduction
1.1. Upcoming Missions and Science Objectives

Current space missions such as Wind [Lin et al., 1995], ACE [McComas et al., 1998], or Cluster [Rème et al., 2001]
typically perform in situ ionmeasurements in space with rather low temporal (few seconds at best) and angu-
lar resolutions (~3° at best). While such properties are sufficient for numerous purposes, they are far from
being sufficient for the study of kinetic-scale processes associated with turbulence, shocks, and reconnection,
in particular in the solar wind [e.g., Schwartz et al., 2009; Bruno and Carbone, 2013]. The requirement for high
energy and angular resolutions comes, on the one hand, from the basic property of solar wind proton distri-
bution functions that have the form of a cold beam with only a small angular width. Typically, it can be
described by a drifting bi-Maxwellian (with a noticeable temperature anisotropy), but it often manifests more
complex shapes [e.g., Bruno and Carbone, 2013]. Such non-Maxwellian features indicate the presence of fun-
damental kinetic plasma instabilities that, together with turbulence, are crucial for understanding the
dynamics of the interplanetary medium [e.g.,Marsch, 2006]. The requirement for high time resolution comes,
on the other hand, from the fact that (1) the solar wind flows very fast past the spacecraft, leaving little time to
sample solar wind structures such as thin current sheets, and (2) that the typical growth time of ion instabil-
ities in the solar wind is on the order of few cyclotron periods [Montgomery et al., 1975]. A good understand-
ing of wave-particle interactions can thus only be obtained if the growing phase of instability is observed; i.e.,
several observations of the full 3-D velocity distribution function are required during the development of the
instability itself.

Solar wind ion measurements are currently being performed, for example, by Cluster [Rème et al., 2001], ACE
[McComas et al., 1998], and Wind [Ogilvie et al., 1995]. Such measurements will be performed with enhanced
capabilities on future missions such as Solar Orbiter (Proton and Alpha Sensor; PAS) and Solar Probe Plus
(Solar Probe Analyzer; SPAN [Kasper et al., 2016]). The properties of these instruments are shown in Table 1.
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However, as presented here and in the companion paper [DeMarco et al., 2016], the study of kinetic-scale
processes in the solar wind (turbulence, etc.) requires much more detailed measurements of the solar
wind proton distribution function. Note also that despite a high time resolution (150ms), the ion
instrument Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) [Pollock et al., 2016] mission is not designed for fine
measurements of the proton beam in the solar wind, owing to an 11.25° angular resolution.

The THOR (Turbulent Heating ObserveR) mission [Vaivads et al., 2016] (http://thor.irfu.se/), which is currently
in phase A as a medium-class M4 mission within the science program of the European Space Agency, is
designed to address turbulent energy dissipation and particle energization in the interplanetary plasma, in
different physical regimes and different regions (Earth’s bow shock and magnetosheath, foreshock, undis-
turbed solar wind, and interplanetary shocks). To maximize the time spent in the key target regions, the
THOR orbit is close to the ecliptic plane with three science phases. Each phase has a different orbit and a term
of 1 year. The first year is dedicated to magnetosheath and bow shock studies with an apogee of 16 RE (Earth
radii). The second phase targets the solar wind, shock, and foreshock with an apogee of 26 RE. The third phase
will focus on the pristine solar wind and interplanetary shocks with an apogee of 60 RE. Here we present the
work that has been performed to design the Cold Solar Wind (CSW) instrument of the THOR mission, which is
dedicated to the measurement of the solar wind proton beam with unprecedented temporal (150ms) and
angular (1.5°) resolutions. CSW will measure the three-dimensional distribution function of solar wind ions
in the range of 20 eV–20 keV. In certain modes with a large energy range it will alsomeasure alphas. To ensure
high temporal resolution and continuous measurements of the solar wind ion beam, the CSW instrument is
accommodated on the side of the spacecraft with a field of view centered on the Sun direction and aligned
with the spacecraft spin axis. Moreover, the high angular resolution (down to 1.5°) requires a slow spacecraft
spin rate (2 rpm is planned for the THOR spacecraft).

Table 1 lists the basic properties of some solar wind instruments in comparison to the properties of the
design reported here for CSW on THOR. The values given for CSW in the table are the measurement require-
ments that ensue from the science requirements of themission (http://thor.irfu.se/). Between parentheses we
give the actual characteristics planned for the CSW instrument on the basis of the present study. The pro-
posed increase in angular resolution in particular will strongly benefit the science return of the mission as
shown in section 3 and in the DeMarco et al. [2016].

1.2. Basic Instrument Design

The designs most frequently used for solar wind ion measurements are based on Faraday cups or electro-
static analyzers (ESAs) coupled with detectors. Faraday cups are composed of a cup with grids and two semi-
circular collector plates. The grids are polarized to select incident particles by energy (as a retarding potential
analyzer), and the particle flux is estimated through the measurement of the current on each collector. ESAs
select incident particles by deflecting them with an electrostatic field applied between concentric plates.

Table 1. Main Properties of a Few Past and Future Solar Wind Instruments (for Full Distribution Function Measurement)a

Cluster (HIA) Solar Orbiter (PAS) Solar Probe Plus (SPAN) THOR (CSW)

Type of instrument ESA +MCP Deflector + ESA + CEM Deflector + ESA +MCP + TOF Deflector + ESA + CEM
Spacecraft spin and FOV 15 rpm

Spin axis orthogonal to
FOV

3 axis stabilized 3 axis stabilized 2 rpm
Spin axis aligned with

FOV
3-D sampling time resolution 4 s 1 s 3.5 s 150ms
Full energy range 5 eV–32 keV 200 eV–20 keV 5 eV–30 keV 200 eV–20 keV

(20 eV–20 keV)
Energy resolution ΔE/E 18% ~7% 7% 5%–8% (7%)
Azimuth resolution 5.6° 6° 11.25° 3° (1.5°)
Elevation resolution 5.6° 5° 5° 3° (1.5°)
Azimuth range 360° �24° + 42° 240° ±24°
Elevation range ±180° ±22.5° ±60° ±24°
Sphere radius 40.2mm 72.5mm ~35mm 140mm
Geometric factor (total)
[cm2 � sr � keV/keV]

1.9 � 10� 4 (one half)
4.9 � 10� 3 (other half)

4.4 � 10� 5 (11 anodes) Not known 7 � 10� 4 (32 anodes)

aTOF: time of flight.
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Only particles within the appropriate energy range are able to reach detectors placed at the exit of the
analyzer (channel electron multipliers or microchannel plates). ESAs are often coupled with deflector
systems at their entrance in order to measure out of the natural analyzer detection plane. All these aspects
are further detailed in the next sections.

The spectrometer used for CSW is based on a top-hat electrostatic analyzer design [Carlson et al., 1982], which
is composed of two concentric hemispheric plates for ion energy-per-charge selection. Such a design permits
fine focusing onto the detectors at the ESA exit, in accordance with the requirement for high angular resolu-
tion measurements (Figure 1b). The outer hemisphere potential is set to ground, while the inner sphere
potential varies according to the particle energy-per-charge to measure (Figure 1a). The elevation angle
selection is performed, thanks to high voltages applied on deflector plates at the entrance of the analyzer
which allows a fast 3-D measurement (e.g., Solar Orbiter or Solar Probe Plus; Table 1). A collimator is used
between the deflectors and the top-hat entrance to ensure the required energy and angular (in elevation)
resolutions, while the azimuthal resolution (Figure 1b) is obtained through appropriate sectorization of the
detectors and anodes.

In section 2, we present the design of the electrostatic optics and detectors, focusing first on the ESA and col-
limator that will define the energy, elevation, and azimuth response of the instrument. The study then
focuses on the design of the deflectors. The final design performance characteristics are presented in
section 3.

2. Electrostatic Optic Design
2.1. Electrostatic Analyzer

In this section, the ESA and collimator are only considered to characterize the energy, elevation, and azimuth
response that correspond to the needs of the instrument.
2.1.1. Geometric Design
As mentioned in Table 1, the baseline 3-D ion distribution sampling time for THOR/CSW is 150ms. Yet the
accumulated counts per elementary 3-D distribution bin must be high enough to ensure sufficient statistical
significance of the data, as further addressed in section 3. The requirement for high counting statistics,
combined with the required high time resolution, means that the detectors used at the ESA exit must have
a high count rate saturation threshold.

MCP (microchannel plate) detectors typically saturate at 1,000,000 c s�1 cm�2. Basic calculations show that
for an electrostatic analyzer of radius 14 cm with an energy resolution of 7% (the basic properties of the
instrument as determined through the analysis performed in the next sections), MCPs with an anode size
of 3° would lead to saturation for any counting statistics above 500 counts in a baseline 1ms elementary
accumulation time. What this basic calculation shows is that MCPs are not appropriate for such high count
rate requirements. The baseline design thus uses channel electron multipliers (CEMs) instead of MCPs as
detectors. The advantages are twofold: (1) CEM count rate saturation is around 107 c/s, a factor of 10 above
MCPs, and (2) this saturation is typical for one CEM, rather than for “an area,” as for MCPs.

For these reasons, we further decide to use 32 CEMs (Figure 2) with a resolution of 1.5° each in azimuth for a
total ±24° field of view (FOV). With this design, we can use the full geometric factor of the analyzer, decrease

Figure 1. Two-dimensional schematics of (a) analyzer electrostatic design and (b) typical top-hat focusing properties.
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the chance of saturation by a factor of 2, and increase the angular resolution up to 1.5° in azimuth. As
demonstrated in section 3, with this design, we will need to perform angular bin summations (2
elevations × 2 azimuths) to increase statistics only in cases of tenuous solar wind. The baseline
characteristics of the CSW design, which are further studied in the next sections, are summarized in
Table 1.
2.1.2. Analyzer Characterization
The electrostatic analyzer introduced above has been studied in detail through simulations by using two
separate software packages (SIMION (http://www.simion.com) and Trace (software developed at Institut de
Recherche en Astrophysique et Planétologie (IRAP))) for thorough benchmarking.

These simulations consist in calculating the electrostatic potential around and inside the analyzer mechanical
model by using finite differences for SIMION and finite element methods for Trace. A particle beam is
launched upstream of the ESA aperture. The particle source used here is a rectangle, uniformly distributed
in position, energy, and elevation, while the azimuth for all particles is 0°, as introduced by Collinson
[2012]. The electrostatic analyzer responses are obtained by studying the energy, elevation, and position
of the transmitted particles.

The analyzer energy and elevation responses calculated through simulation are plotted in Figure 3 for an ana-
lyzer inner plate voltage of 71.5 V. The two curves show the results with SIMION (red) and Trace (yellow). Both
give similar results. The energy response shows that the analyzer constant K (which relates the energy band
pass to the voltage applied to the analyzer) is 13.8 with an energy resolution of 7%. The elevation response
shows a peak in transmission for zero elevation angle with a resolution of about 1.7°. All of these values are in

Figure 2. Basic geometry of the CEM detector array that will be used for CSW on THOR. (a) Basic dimensions of the array
and (b) its 3-D rendering.

Figure 3. (a) Energy and (b) elevation response obtained with two different codes, SIMION (red) and Trace (yellow).
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agreement with the scientific
requirements of the THOR mission
for high angular and energy resolu-
tion, as given in Table 1.

The azimuth response is obtained by
measuring the angular position of
the particles on the detectors, after
selection and focusing through the
electrostatic analyzer. The results
obtained by the two codes for the
present ESA characteristics are pre-
sented in Figure 4. The simulations
show an azimuth angular resolution
below 1°, thus well consistent with
the scientific requirements as well
(cf. Table 1).

2.1.3. Geometric Factor
The last but not the least key parameter that needs to be determined is the analyzer transmission rate or geo-
metric factor (GF). This factor relates the count rate measured to the incident ion energy flux:

Cin ¼ GFE :JE (1)

This factor is estimated with the method introduced by Collinson [2012] (without taking into account the
detector efficiency). The formula is given in equation (2), where Cijk is the number of particles which strike

the simulated detector, ΔYb× ΔZb is the rectangle area over which particles are launched, Eb and θb are
the average incident particle energy and elevation, ΔEb and Δθb are the energy and elevation range of the
particle source, Δφ is the angular width of the anodes, E0 is the peak of the energy acceptance, and Nin is
the number of incident particles launched. For a 3° azimuthal bin, this factor is about

GF3deg ¼ Cijk ΔYb ΔZbEb ΔEb Δθb cos2θb Δφ
E20 Nin

¼ 4:4� 10�5cm2�sr�eV=eV (2)

This analyzer thus largely responds to the scientific requirements of the THOR mission with an energy resolu-
tion around 7%, an elevation resolution below 1.7°, and a resolution in azimuth below 1°. As will be shown
later by using actual expected solar wind ion fluxes to estimate the counting statistics, these numbers (and
the GF in particular) are also compatible with the proposed increase in elevation and azimuthal angular reso-
lutions to 1.5°.

2.2. Electrostatic Deflection

In addition to the ±24° FOV defined by the 32 CEMs of 1.5° each in the azimuthal plane, the measurement of
the 3-D ion distribution function is performed through the use of electrostatic deflectors at the entrance of
the analyzer to steer the look direction in the elevation direction as well. This is done by applying appropriate
voltages to the deflectors, whose geometry has been optimized to permit an FOV of ±24° in elevation (as for
the azimuth FOV). A D factor can be defined (D in equation (3)). It relates the peak elevation (El) band pass to
the deflector voltages (Udef =Ud1�Ud2) which define the deflector efficiency:

El� El0ð Þ ¼ D
Ud1 � Ud2

E=q
¼ D

K
Ud1 � Ud2

Uan
¼ D

K
Udef

Uan
(3)

where q is the elementary electron charge and E themeasured particle energy, which is directly related to the
analyzer voltage (Uan) through the analyzer constant K.
2.2.1. Deflector Design
Designing the deflection system consists of finding the best trade-off between deflection efficiency and ele-
vation band pass. The interdeflector distance defines the elevation range and thus must be large enough to

Figure 4. Azimuth analyzer response obtained with two different codes,
SIMION (red) and Trace (yellow).
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measure particles within the desired elevation band pass without a decrease in geometric factor (due to
mechanical blocking of the particle trajectories). But, on the other hand, to obtain a high efficiency the
deflectors must be sufficiently close so as to provide the highest electrostatic field (and thus deflect
particles) with minimal applied voltages.

Simulations have been performed to find the minimum interdeflector distance that respects the scientific
requirements of the instrument, by calculating the ion trajectories from the detector to the deflectors and
determining the associated maximal elevation of the incoming particles. With the design displayed in
Figures 1 and 5a, the decrease in geometric factor only appears for elevations around 30°, as discussed later
on the basis of Figure 9a. The design is thus appropriate to measure particles within the desired elevation
range, with appropriate margins compared to the baseline FOV (±24°). Note that the collimator, which is
made of two blade-shaped collimators, also plays a key role in determining the elevation and energy resolu-
tions, as illustrated with particle tracing in Figure 5b.
2.2.2. Deflector Characterization
The first purpose of simulations is to determine the deflector efficiency (through the D factor) and thus the
maximum voltage to apply between the deflectors to get the required elevation range. The analyzer poten-
tial applied here is �71.5 V to select particles with an energy around 1 keV, and deflector voltages are varied.
Figure 6 shows the energy-elevation response for different elevations/voltages.

The observed oval shape of the energy-elevation response for no deflection (central plot in Figure 6) corre-
sponds to the typical response of an electrostatic analyzer without deflectors at the entrance. The fact that
this transmission function favors slightly higher-energy particles for positive elevations, and conversely lower
energy particles for negative elevations, is a classical property of a top-hat analyzer [e.g., Carlon and
McFadden, 1998]. It merely reflects the fact that given the finite separation of the analyzer hemispheric plates,
particles coming from positive elevation can only go through the entire analyzer if they have a slightly higher
energy (than the average energy) and radius of curvature. Similarly, only slightly lower energy particles can
go through if coming from negative elevations. This fact is illustrated in Figure 7. As can be seen in
Figures 6a and 6b, the deflection system exacerbates this effect (oval shape) for negative elevation steering,
while it decreases for positive steering. This pure electrostatic optic effect results in a slightly lower angular

Figure 5. (a) Actual design with sample particle tracing (particles are launched from the detectors on the bottom left) and
(b) zoom-in on the collimator area to highlight its importance in determining the elevation of accepted particles, and in
turn elevation and energy resolutions.

Figure 6. Response function calculated with SIMION showing the transmission rate over the energy and elevation response for three deflector potentials considered:
(a) Udef =�170 V, (b) 0 V, and (c) 170 V. For this simulation both deflectors are polarized in an antisymmetrical fashion.
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resolution for negative elevations (1.7° full width at half maximum as noted previously) but which remains
consistent with the science requirements.

Figure 8 illustrates the relation between the deflection angle and the deflector voltage, which can be approxi-
mated by a linear function with a constant D equal in the present design to 132° ▪ V/V. Therefore, to detect
particles with an energy around 20 keV and an elevation of about 25°, the high voltage circuit must provide
a voltage of 3.8 kV for the deflectors (or ±1900 V).
2.2.3. Performance Variation With Deflection
Finally, the variation of the analyzer performance with deflection is analyzed. Figure 9 shows the variation of
the transmission rate (GF) and analyzer constant K. These are constant for all elevations, as required per
Liouville’s theorem and electrostatic optics. It shows that the deflector geometry is appropriate and no block-
ing of particle trajectories occurs for the proposed design.

Figure 10 shows the elevation and azimuth responses of this instrument design for different deflector poten-
tials. The center elevation shifts as expected, as a function of the deflector voltage. However, we note a small
degradation, as mentioned in section 2.2.2, of the elevation resolution for negative deflections. The azimuth
response, on the other hand, shows little variation due to the deflectors, despite a small change in the focal
length of the electrostatic analyzer. This is not an issue, however, as we do not want a drastic focusing any-
way, in order to mitigate the fact that there is a dead zone between each CEM (~20%). This slight defocusing
(yet within ~1° resolution) should indeed permit a smoother response across all CEMs. Despite the slightly
degraded elevation resolution at negative elevations, all characteristics satisfy the scientific requirements
of the mission.

3. Scientific Performance and Measurement Scheme

The scientific goal of the present design is to measure the full 3-D distribution function of solar wind protons
at 1 AU (and alphas, but these are left for future work) in unprecedented details. The objective of this section
is to determine the impact of the instrument basic accumulation time and angular resolution (1.5° or 3°) on
the statistics of each elementary measurement (counts) given the geometric factor of the proposed design.

Figure 7. Typical trajectories plotted for two particles: high energy (red) and low energy (green).

Figure 8. Deflection angle as a function of deflector potentials (per energy per charge).
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3.1. Basic Solar Wind Modeling

As presented in section 2.2, the current design has a GF of 4.4 × 10�5 cm2 sr eV/eV for 3° resolution in azimuth.
However, to ensure that the statistics is sufficient and that the CEM detectors do not saturate, an additional
study must be done taking into account known fluxes of solar wind protons at 1 AU. For that purpose, the
distribution function of the solar wind proton beam is approximated as a drifting Maxwellian:

f vð Þ ¼ N:
m

2π:kB:T

� �3
2

:e
� v�v0

vth

h i2

: withN the density andT the temperature; vth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:kT
m

r
(4)

Then the count rate measured by the instrument is related to the distribution function through the geometric
factor (with τ as the elementary acquisition time) as follows:

C ¼ f E
!� �

:
2τ:E02

m2
:GFijk ¼ f v!� �

:
τ:v04

2
:GFijk (5)

Figure 11 shows the count rate estimated for different types of solar wind, according to their density, speed,
and temperature. Three sets of values are used in Figure 11, with speeds of 400 and 600 km/s and tempera-
tures of 15 and 5 eV, respectively, for the slow and fast solar winds. An unusual case of hot (15 eV) and slow
(400 km/s) solar wind is also shown for context. A typical density of 5 cm�3 is used in all cases. The maximal
count rate for a 3° bin is near 107 c/s for a fast solar wind, which is essentially the saturation level of one CEM.
By using 32 CEMs over the ±24° FOV, our proposed design thus diminishes this saturation by a factor of 2 and
at the same time increases the azimuth angular resolution to 1.5°.

Figure 9. (a) GF and (b) K-factor variation as a function of the elevation angle.

Figure 10. (a) Elevation and (b) azimuth response of the design.
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3.2. Measurement Scheme

The next aspect of the present study deals with the choice of the energy-elevation stepping scheme and its
impact on the accumulated counts measured by the instrument. As mentioned previously, one of the science
requirements is to obtain a full 3-D distribution function in 150ms. This measurement should be done with as
many energies and elevations as possible, for science purposes, but this directly impacts the elementary
accumulation time and thus the accumulated counts per bin. A trade-off must be found to obtain high time,
energy, and angular resolutions, together with a good coverage of the 3-D distribution and a good statistic.

For that purpose the instrument design should use 96 basic energy bins of 7% each over a range of order of
20 eV–20 keV. Because the solar wind is a cold beam of variable peak energy (corresponding to the solar wind
bulk speed), a beam tracking strategy will be implemented in order to focus the measurements only on the
energy range where significant flux is present (e.g., Figure 11). Several modes will be implemented in order to
measure the solar wind beams of variable temperatures, and somemodes will be devised in order tomeasure
both protons and alphas (with 16, 24, 32, or 46 energy bins, for instance).

To exemplify the measurement scheme only 16 steps in energy (and 32 elevation) are considered here. The
corresponding chronogram is represented in Figure 12. Within each of the 16 steps in energy, the deflector

Figure 11. Count rate estimated for a 3° azimuthal angular sector in the present design. There are curves for three types of
solar wind: typical slow (T= 5 eV and V= 400 km/s) and fast (T= 15 eV and V= 600 km/s) winds, as well as a very unusually
hot and slow wind for context (T = 15 eV and V = 400 km/s). For each type of wind, the count rates have been estimated by
using both SIMION and Trace simulations.

Figure 12. Chronogram with 16 steps in energy and 32 elevation bins. The highest energy step shown after the 150ms
arrow is only meant to show that the next sweep in energy may have a different energy range owing to the requirement
for energy tracking of the solar wind proton beam (but this is not discussed in detail in the present paper). Note also that
adjacent energy sweeps may be done in successive ascending/descending order so as to avoid dead times required for
setting back the high voltages to low values.
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voltages are swept linearly (cf. Figure 8) in order to cover the required elevation range. The full deflection can
typically be divided into 16 or 32 basic elevation bins (3° or 1.5°), and appropriate counters are implemented
in the FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) by using the baseline accumulation time.

3.3. Detailed Scientific Performance

The statistic is given by the accumulated counts:

Cacqu ¼ f E
!� �

:
2:E0²
m2

: GFijk :
T3-D

nstepE : nstepel
(6)

The counts that would be observed as a function of energy with the present instrument design are displayed
in Figure 13 for two angular resolutions and solar wind properties (slow and fast solar winds). Figure 13a shows
the counts expected for 16 steps in energy and the highest angular resolution (32 elevations and azimuths of
1.5° each). As can be seen, the statistics is reasonably high for such typical solar wind densities. In cases of
tenuous solar wind (e.g., 1 cm�3), the statistics can be increased by a factor of 4 by summing angular bins
2 × 2 so that the distribution function is now made up of 16 elevations and azimuths of 3° each. The statistics
obtained by such a summation process is illustrated in Figure 13b. This measurement scheme can easily be
adapted to accomodate higher or lower temporal resolutions, pending further analysis in phase A and later.

The unprecedented high-resolution measurements that are expected from this design are illustrated in
Figure 14. Figure 14a shows the proton velocity distribution from a hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell simulation
[Valentini et al., 2007] of solar wind turbulence [Servidio et al., 2012, 2015; Valentini et al., 2014], displaying a
complex structure in velocity space with the presence of a marked particle beam. The corresponding obser-
vations expected for the present design (THOR CSW) and the PAS instrument on Solar Orbiter are respectively
shown in Figures 14b and 14c (here the solar wind bulk speed is 500 km/s). This figure highlights the

Figure 13. Accumulated counts estimated for a 16 energy step mode with (a) 1.5° and (b) 3° angular bins.

Figure 14. Illustration of the expected measurements of the proton distribution function on the basis of solar wind simulations described in DeMarco et al. [2016],
respectively for the properties of (a) the simulation itself [Valentini et al., 2007], (b) the present design (THOR CSW instrument), and (c) the Solar Orbiter PAS
instrument. The data are represented in a system equivalent to geocentric solar equatorial coordinates.
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capability of this design to isolate fine structures in the distribution function such as faint suprathermal
beams [cf. also DeMarco et al., 2016].

3.4. Additional Comments

The proposed measurement scheme leads to high constraints for the electronic system of CSW. For instance,
the slew rate of the deflector power supplies must be higher than 500 V/ms tomeasure the 2-D distribution of
a 20 keV particle within about 8ms (cf. Figure 12), but this is achievable with current HV systems. The
front-end electronics also is a key for instrument performance. The electronic front-end must be able to
detect particles with a count rate close to CEM saturation (~107 c/s). For that purpose, a multichannel
application-specific integrated circuit is currently being designed. The FPGA counters must also be efficient
enough to register all counts from the front-end.

Finally, the amount of data resulting from such a high resolution (time, energy, and angle) measurement
scheme is very large (~1800 kbit/s or more). Although the instrument will be continuously operating in burst
mode, the telemetry is not sufficient to downlink all data in burst. Burst data will thus only be downlinked in
selected locations by using a “Scientist In The Loop” system akin to that used for the Magnetospheric
Multiscale (MMS) mission [Baker et al., 2016; Fuselier et al., 2016; Phan et al., 2016]. All these additional aspects
are currently being studied and will be reported in future communications.

4. Conclusions

This paper described an instrument design that permits unprecedentedly accurate measurements of the
solar wind proton beam with high temporal, energy, and angular resolutions. These properties fulfill the
requirements of the THOR mission, which aims at addressing collisionless turbulence in space plasmas. We
first described the mechanical design of the proposed instrument. It is composed of a top-hat electrostatic
analyzer for incident particle energy-per-charge selection, a collimator at its entrance for obtaining the
appropriate high energy resolution, as well as deflectors for the elevation angle selection. A first analysis
showed that microchannel plates (MCPs) cannot be used because of their low count rate saturation.
Instead, channel electron multipliers (CEMs) were chosen. Simulations were performed to define an appropri-
ate electrostatic analyzer. It was designed to have an analyzer constant K of 13.8, an energy resolution of 7%,
an elevation resolution of 1.7°, and a transmission rate (geometric factor) of 4.4 × 10� 5cm2 � sr � eV/eV for 3°
azimuthal bins. Deflectors were also designed through simulations to optimize the applied voltages, FOV, and
angular resolution. The simulations show a deflector efficiency of 132° ▪ V/V for an elevation range larger than
±25°, thus fulfilling the FOV requirements. Finally, the CSW response has been studied for typical solar wind
conditions assuming Maxwellian distribution functions. With the proposed design, the count rate is about
107 c/s. This is consistent with the choice of CEMs as detectors, instead of MCPs, to avoid saturation. To further
decrease the chance of saturation and at the same time increase the angular resolution by a factor of 2, we
decided to design the instrument with 32 CEMs covering 1.5° each over the ±24° azimuthal FOV. In summary,
thanks to its high geometric factor and 32 CEMs, this design will provide the THOR CSW instrument with
unprecedentedly fast (150ms) and high angular (1.5°) resolution measurements of the solar wind protons
and alphas. A direct comparison with realistic simulations of turbulent plasmas reveals that the proposed
instrumentation will be crucial for the description of the fine dynamics of the solar wind.
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